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Listed in category:

Back to list of items

Electronics & Computers > Professional Video Equipment > Editing, Post-Production

ABEKAS microDVEOUS FOR TARGA2000 RTX/SDX *NR*

Item number: 3045819701

Seller of this item? Sign in for your status

Starting bid:

Watch this item (track it in My eBay)

Seller information

US $499.99

vidgad101 ( 24

Place Bid >

Time left:

Feedback rating: 24
Positive feedback: 100%
Registered Jun-28-03 in United States

21 hours 36 mins
5-day listing
Ends Sep-12-03 09:55:09 PDT

History:

0 bids

Location:

San Francisco Bay area

)

Read feedback reviews
Ask seller a question
View seller's other items

Go to larger picture

Safe trading with PayPal

United States /Oakland

Shipping and payment details

Description
This is the Abekas microDVEOUS p/n 9400-0799-02 REV 05 s/n 358315 with the Lite Texture option p/n 9400-0798-02 REV 00 s/n
267737. This board works with the Truevision TARGA2000 RTX, I beleive it also work with TARGA2000 SDX but not sure. This board
curently has flash code for MAC loaded, it will not work with PC unless you have flash code from Truevision/Pinnacle systems. With this
board you will add to your editing system the following features (WARP, LIGHTING and TEXTURE, LUMA and CHROMA KEY and
more). You will need the Truevision Abekas Routing Module to connect this board to the TARGA2000 RTX, and if you're runing
Abekas/Accom microSPHERE software you will need the DVEOUS EFFECTS software security key. Please see my other auctions for
these items. What you see in the picture is what you get. Flat shipping is $20.00 insured to the US 48 States. I only ship to the US 48 states.
No international bidder (Alaska and Hawaii included). It's been working great for me so I offer 7 days warranty. If there is anything wrong
with the board, buyer must contact me within 7 days of receiving and send the board back to me for refund (shipping is excluded). I accept
PAYPAL, Money order/Cashiers check. Thank you for looking at my item.
Click on a picture to
enlarge

Free Counters powered by Andale!

Shipping and payment details
Shipping and handling: US $20.00 (within United States)
Buyer pays for all shipping costs
Shipping insurance:

Not offered

Will ship to United States only.

Payment methods accepted
Money order/Cashiers check
Learn about payment methods.

Ready to bid?
ABEKAS microDVEOUS FOR TARGA2000 RTX/SDX *NR*
Starting bid:

US $499.99

Your maximum bid: US $

(Enter US $499.99 or more)

Place Bid >
eBay automatically bids on your behalf up to your maximum bid.
Learn about bidding.

What else can you do?
Back to list of items | Ask seller a question | Email this item to a friend |

Top of page

Seller assumes all responsibility for listing this item.
Start Time: Sep-07-03 09:55:09 PDT
End Time: Sep-12-03 09:55:09 PDT
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